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	NAME: Naromian
	DESCRIPTION: From their home system of Narom on the rocky & mountainous world of Naromi II, live the golden-skinned Naromians. Each Naromian consider themselves as a single instrument in a galaxy-wide symphony that moves the worlds around them. Such egocentricity gives them the regal feel of royalty, & a natural talent to lead those who fall into those beliefs. They are ruled by the Triad & most serve as leaders. With their almost enchanting ability to sway emotions with their voice. During the last thousand years, they slowly forgot the message behind their gospels & instead, they gradually changed into political & commercial masterminds working from their corner of the galaxy. Their nearby galactic neighbors look upon the silver-tongued (both literally & figuratively) Naromians as eclectic mystics & overeager evangelists of their interesting ‘faith.’ 
	ERA:  2371 or later [Shackleton Expanse]
	Text Field 13: We have a way with words. 
	Text Field 7: Insight +2, Presence +1.
	Text Field 8: Naromians are long-limbed & wide-eyed, with musical voices that harmonize whenever they speak. Avg ht. 6'6"; Avg wt. 190 lbs, Due to their belief in the Galactic Symphony, they have a natural ability that blocks telepathy. They fear & hate telepaths. When knowingly in the presence of Telepaths, they suffer +1 Diff to any tasks. When using any social skills like Diplomacy, Deception, Persuasion, etc: they gain 1d20 to their task rolls.
	TALENTS: Naromian, or with GM's permission.
	TALENT NAME 1: A Chime in the Symphony
	TALENT TEXT 1: Your voice in the Galactic Symphony is a shining solo in the choir of your people. With a contested roll of Insight+Presence, Diff. 2; you can entrance your targets into a lull of submissiveness. If successful, any further Social interactions have their Diff reduced by 2 for next 15 mins.
	TALENT NAME 2: Triad's Inner Circle
	TALENT TEXT 2: You are one of the truly informed. You can call upon a special favor from the Triad. This favor allows you 1/mission to call up a focus that lasts for the duration of that mission.
	TALENT NAME 3: Special Equipment: Triad Coded Crystals/Receiver
	TALENT TEXT 3: Triad members are given special code breaking transmission receivers built into special link units. These coded crystals are wrapped in special high-technology plastic matrices that keep out all but the best hackers of the galaxy (Diff 5) & are equipped w/ a self-destruct mechanism.
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